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Abstract— The advantages arising from DC distribution
networks is related to the possibilities of achieving higher quality
supply and easier reconfigurability of the system. This paper
presents the concept of introducing some DC islands
interconnected with the AC distribution network. This will make
it easier to connect storage systems, electrical drives, power
converters, and renewable sources (i.e., photovoltaic panels). In
order to realize the aforementioned goals, a methodology for
designing the control strategy of different power converters
connected to a DC bus without a centralized system management
control unit is proposed. In this way a plug and play functionality
for connecting new power converter interfaced elements in the
DC network able to stabilize the voltage under different working
conditions is realized. In order to prove the advantages
obtainable with such a network, a 100 kW DC test facility has
been realized at the laboratories of RSE. Different working
conditions were tested by means both of numerical and
experimental results, proving the effectiveness of the proposed
strategy for voltage regulation, continuity of service, and the
smart use of storage devices.
Index Terms— DC distribution networks, Smart grid, Storage
Systems

N

I. INTRODUCTION

owadays, distribution networks are changing
substantially and rapidly. Environmental constraints, with
particular attention to the reduction of CO2, are leading the
governments of major countries to use more and more
renewable energy, particularly from wind and solar sources
[1]-[4]. These sources are characterized by i) distribution in an
area, ii) low power density for land occupation, and iii)
discontinuity in power availability [5]. Moreover, power
plants based on renewable energy are usually much smaller
than traditional electrical generation plants, and the use of
storage systems is advisable to benefit from the generation
during low power demand periods and reduce alternative
power flows along transmission lines, with consequent
advantages in terms of system efficiency [5]-[6].
This scenario is causing a change in distribution networks
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from passive to active grids, where the power flows, fault
currents, and temporal power profile are quite different from
the traditional ones [7]. Power injection on low voltage (LV)
and medium voltage (MV) grids makes voltage regulation a
difficult task. For this reason, different distribution system
operators (DSOs) require mutual cooperation with the
demand-side control because it is difficult to maintain the
power quality using only supply-side control [8]-[10].
At the same time, the great evolution in informatics and
telecommunications is leading the transformation of the
traditional grids into smart grids, where the continuous
dialogue between all of the devices connected to the network
implies improvements in the overall efficiency and quality of
the system. Moreover, it is also important to underline the
wide diffusion of power electronic converters capable of
decoupling the parameters (i.e., voltage and frequency) of the
generators from the parameters of the network.
In this scenario, it could be convenient, in some cases, to
substitute a DC grid for a traditional AC distribution network
[11]-[13]. Indeed, a DC network, besides its well-known
advantages with respect to AC systems [14], offers a
simplification in relation to the power electronic converters for
all of the devices operating on DC, i.e., photovoltaic (PV)
systems and many storage systems. Moreover, it could
eliminate all of the rectifiers present, as a first stage, in
electrical drives and suppliers. For this reason, it is reasonable
to imagine future smart grids realized using AC backbones
and some DC leaves in the zones characterized by many small
generation units, storage facilities, and users that are
particularly susceptible to voltage disturbances. In such a
network, it is possible to separate the backbones from the leaf
regulation to ensure:
high power quality of the DC network;
management of power fluxes exchanged between the AC
and DC sides with integrated ancillary services such as
reactive power supply and harmonic compensation;
no increase in the fault currents even in the presence of new
generation units;
the inhibition of disturbance propagation from the AC to
DC side and vice-versa.
Starting from the aforementioned considerations, a DC testfacility has been realized with the aim of verifying the
potentiality of a DC island interconnected with an AC
distribution network. The introduction of different power
converters, especially those interfaced with different storage
and renewable resources, requires a suitably designed
management system in order to avoid uncontrolled power
flows between the different elements. In order to realize a
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fuully plug and play
p solution without
w
a centrralized managgement
coontrol unit, a m
methodology for
f designing the control looops of
different conveerters based on traditionaal PI controlllers is
prresented in neext Sections. This means tthat each connverter
woorks without exchanging iinformation w
with the otherr units
annd the insertionn or disconnecction of a singgle element froom the
DC
C network does not requiree a control sysstem reconfiguuration
in order to guarrantee the norrmal system ooperation. Thee main
methodology liie in:
gooals obtained tthrough this m
 Designing a DC netwoork where diffferent typologgies of
storage deevices are connnected in ordeer to fulfill diffferent
system dynnamic responsse performancces;
 Designing disjoint conttrol loop for each single power
converter iin order to avooid control oveerlapping;
 Designing the power coonverter contrrol loops takinng into
account thhe behavior of the controlledd device;
 Guarantee an embeddeed self-regulattion of the sttate of
t different sttorage devicess.
charge of the
In this way thhe paper analyyzes, besides the relevant aspects
a
me DC
coonnected with the introducttion in a smarrt grid of som
isllands to improove the powerr quality and eenergy efficienncy of
the system, the methodologyy to design a fully plug and play
syystem solutiion withoutt centralizedd communiication
infrastructure. The descriptiion of the teest facility aand its
coomponents is rreported in Section II. In Seection III, som
me case
stuudies are desccribed in orderr to demonstraate the advanttage of
the DC island introduction.
i
IIn Section IV
V, the models of the
coomponents ussed for numeerical simulatiions are disccussed,
whhile Section V proposes thhe methodologgy to set the ccontrol
foor each converrter of the DC
C network. Finnally, in Sectioon VI,
the results of nnumerical andd experimentaal tests are reeported
annd discussed.
II. TESST FACILITY
The configurration of the ttest facility reealized at RSE (the
Itaalian Researchh center on Ennergetic System
ms) in collabooration
wiith the Deppartment of Electrical E
Engineering of
o the
Poolitecnico di M
Milano is show
wn in fig. 1.

Figg. 1. Test facility configuration.

T
The test faciliity was realizzed by takingg into accountt the
techhnical and ecoonomic constrraints with the aim of studdying
the potentialitiess of LVDC active distriibution netwoorks,
ferent
operated with suuitable controol strategies for the diffe
devices connecteed to the nettwork. The nnetwork has been
equipped with diffferent storagee units in orderr to:
 ensure the security for defined intervalss of time whenn the
AC grid is not
n available aand the powerr generated onn the
DC networkk is insufficiennt to cover the power demannd;
s
imballance
 stabilize thee DC voltagee level if a sudden
occurs betw
ween the powerr generated annd consumed;
 realize a peak shaving acction in the prresence of pullsing
or intermitteent loads, thuss leveling the power draineed by
the AC grid;
 implement aan energy recovery action in the presencce of
regenerativee loads;
 realize the bridging and energy manaagement functtions
that result frrom the presennce of renewabble sources.
Inn the followinng, a brief desccription of the main componnents
of thhe test facilityy is given.
T
The LVDC microgrid has a voltage level of 400 V, andd it is
com
mposed of a ffront end AC
C/DC converteer, energy stoorage
elem
ments, a photoovoltaic field eemulator, and controllable lloads
[15]].
T
The front end converter (FEC) has a raated power off 100
kW, which is a significant leveel compared w
with the maxim
mum
t an LV AC grid in severaal countries (IItaly,
leveel to connect to
Spaain, Germany, and so on) [16]. This allow
ws power flow
w in a
casee of insufficieent or no genneration, and also the opposite
flow
w in the case oof a generationn surplus. Thee AC/DC frontt end
converter particippates in the regulation off the DC netw
work
volttage and alsoo detects thee occurrence of an islannding
condition by com
mparing the AC
C grid voltagees and frequenncies
withh their admisssible ranges. T
The energy sttorage systemss are
com
mposed of two ZEBRA batteeries, each witth a rated pow
wer of
32 kkW, capacity of 64 Ah, andd open circuit voltage of 2779 V,
alonng with two supercapacitoor banks, eachh made of noo. 24
moddules (30 kW for 4 s) withh a maximum voltage of 3884 V.
Eacch Zebra batteery and capacitor bank is coupled
c
to thee DC
gridd through a 35-kW DC/DC bi-directional
b
converter to allow
a
charrging and discharging proocesses. In thhe following,, the
DC//DC converterr interface bettween the ZEB
BRA batteriess and
DC bus will be iindicated by ZC,
Z while the DC/DC convverter
SCC.
connnected to thee supercapacittors will be inndicated by S
Thee supercapaccitor banks compensate for very fast
flucctuations in the DC vooltage causedd by faults, dip
proppagation from
m the AC grid, or suddden load annd/or
generation changges in the DC
C grid. Becauuse of the lim
mited
pow
wer from the P
PV fields avaailable at the site as a resuult of
bothh space constrraints and meteeorological coonditions, a 355-kW
PV field-emulatoor (PVC) has been chosen. In this wayy, the
generated powerr can be conntrolled and the experimental
activity is not connstrained by w
weather condiitions and dayytime
wo programmaable purely reesistive load-bbanks
houurs. Finally, tw
are installed in thhe DC micro-ggrid; these twoo units can proovide
a tootal load of 600 kW. One baank, of 30 kW
W, can be regullated
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wiith step changges of 1 kW, while the otther 30 kW bbank is
coonnected to thhe DC bus by means of a D
DC/DC converrter for
the fast regulation of the pow
wer absorbed.
III. CA
ASE STUDY
In order to test the capaabilities of thhe DC netwoork in
acchieving the abbove discussedd goals, three kinds of cases were
seet and analyzedd:
i.
Pulssing load;
ii.
Faullt of the AC nnetwork while a step variablle load
is coonnected to thee DC bus;
iii.
Regenerative loadd.
A. Pulsing loadd
A pulsing load is reprresented by a computer axial
tomography (CA
AT) scanner, w
whose typicall power diagraam is a
steep load varyinng between abbout 60 kW and
a 180 kW w
with a
peeriod of 2.5 s aand a duty cyccle of 70%.
The power requested
r
by this
t
load is tooo high for thhe test
facility. Howevver, it can be scaled
s
by takiing into accouunt the
poower of the different devvices connecteed to the DC
C test
facilities. Thus, the DC/DC cconverter connnected 30 kW
W rated
load has been prrogrammed too absorb a pow
wer profile sim
milar to
AT, although opportunely scaled.
s
In fig. 2, the
that of a real CA
poower absorbedd by the load dduring the testss is reported.

brakking phase (m
maximum pow
wer regeneratted 1.7 kW). The
meaan power absoorbed during one
o cycle is loower than 2000 W.
Theerefore, it is cllear how the sstorage action of the DC syystem
can lead to a ssignificant ennergy recoverry. Moreover,, the
inseertion and discconnection of another load iin parallel withh the
drivve has been simulated. Inn particular, a 9 kW loaad is
connnected at timee t=32s and disconnected
d
aat time t=47s. The
experimental pow
wer diagram iss reported in fiig. 4.

Fig. 3. Load power duuring AC networkk fault test.

Fig. 4. Power diagram
m of simulated reggenerative load.

IV. MODELING OF EELECTRICAL STTORAGE
Figg. 2. Pulsing loadd simulating poweer profile of CAT..

B. Fault in AC
C network
In the secondd test, an AC ffault is simulaated with the m
manual
AC breaker coonnecting the front-end connverter
oppening of the A
to the AC distrribution netwoork. The contrrol algorithm of the
coonverter detectts the AC-sidee lack of voltaage and disconnects
the converter from the AC
C network. T
The simulatedd fault
me t=4.7 s, w
while the AC reconnectionn is at
haappens at tim
t=
=163.5 s. Meaanwhile, the lload demand changes withh some
steeps simulatingg the connectiion and disconnnection of diffferent
loads on the D
DC bus. In ffig. 3, the poower profile of the
exxperimental tesst is reported.
C.. Regenerativve load
Usually, elecctrical drives alternating beetween acceleeration
annd braking opperations are the most diiffused regeneerative
loads. For this rreason, the test to simulate rregenerative looads is
mand of an eleectrical
coonducted by appplying the reeal power dem
drrive for a wooodworking plaant [17]. The working cycle lasts
1.9 s, with an acceleration
a
pphase (maximuum power abssorbed
W and
3.5 kW), constaant speed phaase (power absorbed 700 W)

Inn order to coorrectly set uup the control strategy forr the
diffferent converters of the DC
C system, thee modeling off the
elecctrical storage devices is required. In parrticular, the abbility
of tthe model to represent
r
the behavior of thhe electric stoorage
over the full dynnamic range off utilization iss needed. Thee two
operative workinng conditionss of a storagge device in grid
applications are:
function in whhich the devicee has to guaraantee
 an energy fu
the average power requestted by the appplication;
 a peak shavving functionn in which thhe storage haas to
absorb/delivver the requestted peak power above or below
a certain refference averagge power.
b a
Inn general, tthe first funnction is chaaracterized by
signnificantly loweer charge and discharge dynnamic.
A
Among the vaarious models available in the literaturee, we
gave attention to lumped moddels capable of interpolatingg the
device behavior aas seen from thhe terminals.
A. ZEB
BRA battery m
model
T
The ZEBRA baattery model ccomes from thhe lead acid baattery
dynnamic modelss available inn the literatuure [18]-[21]]. In
partticular, in [18]] and [19], leaad acid batteryy models baseed on
elecctrochemical iimpedance speectroscopy (E
EIS) are descriibed,
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whhile in [20] aand [21], thirdd-order modells that show a good
coompromise bettween complexity and preciision are descrribed.
The model ussed for our purrpose is repressented in fig. 55[22].

evaluated byy a constant current
c
chargee test, as descrribed
in [24];
 τ(u)=3ÿ(Rdc-R
Ri)ÿC(u), whhere Rdc reppresents the DC
resistance reeported in the manufacturer’s datasheet.
T
The supercapaacitor and batttery models used
u
are unable to
reprresent the redistribution andd self-discharrge of the devvices.
For our purposess, these phenomena, which take place at very
w frequencies, almost close tto DC, can be neglected witthout
low
signnificant error.
V. CONTRO
OL STRATEGY

Figg. 5. ZEBRA batttery model.

The ZEBRA battery is moddeled as an eleectromotive foorce, E
(SSoC), represennting the openn circuit voltaage as a functtion of
the state of charrge (SoC), in series
s
with thee internal resisstance,
R1, which takess into accountt the high freqquency resistaance of
the device, andd the parallel branch,R2-C2, which takees into
acccount the dynnamic behaviorr of the batteryy.
In addition, for our purppose, the batttery temperatture is
coonsidered to be
b constant duuring the workk cycle, so thhat the
eqquations descriibing the batteery device are:
E ( SoC )  E 0  K e  1  SoC 
SooC  1 

1
Cn

i

b

(1)

 dt

(2)

where:
t battery iss fully
E0 is the oppen circuit vooltage when the
chharged, SoC iss the state off charge of thhe battery, Cn is the
noominal batteryy capacity, Ke is a voltage coonstant, and ib is the
cuurrent suppliedd by the batterry.
A. Supercapaccitor model
A supercapaacitor modell capable off representinng the
dyynamics of the device in thhe typical freqquency range of 10
m
mHz up to 1000 Hz is reprresented in ffig. 6. This m
model,
introduced in [223], was integgrated in a moore general moodel in
[224], where a simplified procedure ffor the paraameter
iddentification w
was presented.
C (u )
2

Ri

C (u )
2

C(u)

isc

u
2  (u )
12   2  C (u )

2   (u )
n 2   2  C (u )

vsc

Figg. 6. Supercapacittor model.

In this modell:
Ri represennts the high frequency ressistance, whicch was
available ffrom the manuufacturer’s dattasheet;
 C(u)=C0 +KVÿ· u, whhere C0 and KV are connstants


A control straategy for the network connverters has been
defiined. In ordeer to make the DC nettwork capablee of
achiieving all of the aims disccussed in the previous secttions,
the control strateggy should ensuure:
1. The stabilizaation of the DC
D voltage durring transientss and
at a steady sstate for differeent kind of loaads;
me if
2. The automaatic configurabbility of the control schem
one or moree devices are uunavailable;
ms;
3. The self-recharge of the sttorage system
4. The optimall utilization off all of the devvices.
Itt is evident tthat to achieve the first ggoal, DC volltage
control has to bbe implemennted. However, there are four
SCC,
converters that caan regulate thhe DC voltagee: FEC, ZC, S
andd PVC.
T
The possibilityy of splitting the voltage regulation
r
requuires
the use of only oone controllerr or of coordinated controlllers.
wever, in ordeer to realize a more
m
robust coontrol, it woulld be
How
prefferable to havve separate coontrollers for tthe different uunits
capaable of workiing independeently from thhe presence off the
otheer units. The proposed conntrol strategy is to design four
control laws for the
t four conveerters. The coontrol laws havve to
be aadapted to the different devices they connnect to the DC
C bus
andd have to be integrated in order to enssure both opttimal
ms and high poower
worrking conditioons for the diffferent system
quality on the DC
C bus. As willl be shown in the next Sections,
thesse laws can bbe obtained uusing traditioonal control lloops
suittably tuned and modifieed. One off the innovaative
moddifications connsists in the sself-recharge ffunction that each
storrage system has to im
mplement in order to kkeep,
autoonomously, itts own state of charge arround the desired
valuue. The tuningg of the dynam
mic responsess of the conveerters
has to be coordinaated to make eeach device w
work at its best and,
C bus
at thhe same time,, to guarantee the stabilizatiion of the DC
volttage. Thus, thee dynamic respponse of each converter is tuuned
to optimally expploit the conntrolled devicce but it is also
coordinated withh the dynam
mic performannces of the other
o
converters. On thhe contrary, frrom an operatiion viewpointt, the
controls of the foour converters are independdent one from each
otheer because thhey are basedd only on thee measuremennt of
volttage and curreent at their connnection node.
T
The duty of im
mposing a staationary DC bbus voltage caan be
assiigned only too one converrter; otherwisse, the differrence
betw
ween the volltages measurred at the different conveerters
wouuld cause a coontinuous pow
wer flow from
m one converter to
another, even inn the absence of loads. The stiff volltage
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regulation has been
b
committeed to the FEC because the aamount
off energy in thhe AC networkk is consistenntly greater thhan the
ennergy stored inn the storage ssystems and, uunlike the PV
V field,
it is not deppendent on w
weather condditions. The PVC
mplements a maximum ppower point tracking (M
MPPT)
im
alggorithm in ordder to draw the maximum ppossible energyy from
the PV field. It shuts down iff a maximum voltage threshhold is
reached. Indeedd, this happenss only if the ssystem is not aable to
abbsorb the enerrgy produced by the PV fiield (i.e., if thhe AC
neetwork is not available andd all of the sstorage system
ms are
fuully charged).. The ZC aand SCC conntribute to vvoltage
regulation but, in order to ennsure stabilityy, a droop conntrol is
mplemented. Inn particular, iin order to alsso perform the selfim
chharging actionn, the droop iss realized by taking into acccount
the state of charrge. Thus, the voltage refereences for the Z
ZC and
CC are depenndent on the SoC values ffor the two storage
s
SC
syystems, respecctively. An opptimal state of
o charge has to be
deefined as a funnction of the ggoal of the nettwork. For exaample,
the optimal statte of charge ffor the batteries could be higher
d
becauuse the
duuring the nightttime and loweer during the daytime
failure of the AC networkk during the daytime couuld be
coovered by the PV field, while the PVC caannot give eneergy to
the loads duringg the nighttimee.
In order to aamplify the acction of the suupercapacitorss when
they are close tto the optimall SoC, the SC
CC voltage refference
is tuned to thhe supercapaacitors’ voltage instead oof the
suupercapacitors’ energy (prooportional to the square oof the
vooltage). In this way, their eenergy contribbution is low when
they are far from
m the optimal state of charge.
In order to acchieve the opttimal use of thhe devices, it is also
EC be the smooothest
addvisable that thhe power suppplied by the FE
poossible, feedinng only the m
mean power reequest from thhe AC
grrid. Moreoverr, the superccapacitors shoould supply power
duuring transientts of a few seeconds, while the batteries should
s
woork at time pperiods ranginng from a few
w seconds to some
m
minutes. The ssplit of the ppower accordiing to the dyynamic
o each device can be obtaained based on
o the
peerformances of
baandwidths of tthe converterss’ controllers.. Indeed, the choice
off different banndwidths impplies different response tim
mes for
the different devvices.
As shown bellow, each connverter is contrrolled by meanns of a
d
feedback chain and PI regulaator. In order tto obtain the desired
baandwidth for a power unit, it is necessaryy to choose suuitable
vaalues for the reegulator consttants. It is, theerefore, advisaable to
finnd the closedd loop transfeer functions for
f the three power
unnits.
A. Frront end conveerter
The FEC is a traditional acctive front endd. In order to ccontrol
the FEC, a phaase lock loop (PLL) algorithhm is implem
mented.
Affter locking thhe grid phase,, the control oof the FEC opperates
onn the rotating reference conntrolling the diirect and quaddrature
coomponents of the current [225]. Two nestted feedback chains
arre implementeed. The internaal one uses thhe currents as inputs
annd the switchiing componennt control signnals as outputs; the
exxternal one haas the DC volttage and reacttive power as inputs
annd the direct annd quadrature currents as ouutputs. In relattion to

the DC voltage control,
c
only tthe external chhain is interessting.
If thhe internal chaain is much faaster than the eexternal one annd is
capaable of settingg the desired currents, the control schem
me of
the FEC can be drrawn as reportted in fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Control schem
me of FEC.

T
The closed loopp transfer funcction is:




 3 k p Vd  2  s  3 k i Vd
3V d k p s  k i R

2 RC s

2

(3)

w
where Vd is thee direct compoonent of the grid voltage, kp and
ki arre the constants of the PI reggulator, C is thhe total equivaalent
capaacitance of thhe DC bus, and
a R is a reesistive param
meter
reprresenting the ppower absorbeed by the DC bbus.
A
As shown in F
Fig. 7, the feeedback chain is realized onn the
squaare of the DC voltage. In this way, indeedd, the tuning oof the
reguulator is easierr. In fact, in thhe frequency ddomain, the sqquare
of thhe DC voltagee directly depeends on the diirect componeent of
the grid current:
2
V DC
3V
R
C
 d
Id
2 s RC
C 1

(4)

F
From (3), it is clear that the control system operrates,
globbally, as a low
w-pass filter w
whose bandwiddth limits the time
respponse of the FE
EC.
A. Zebra converrter
T
The ZC is reealized with one inverter leg acting as a
bidiirectional stepp-down/step-uup converter. The high volltage
sidee is connectedd to the DC bus
b with an output capacitaance,
whiile the low vooltage side iss connected too the ZEBRA
A by
meaans of an induuctor. In additiion, the ZC is operated withh two
nestted feedback chains. The innternal one coontrols the cuurrent
in tthe inductancee acting on thhe duty cyclee of the switcching
com
mponents, whiile the externaal one regulatees the DC volltage
generating the reeference currrent as an ouutput. The control
scheeme of the extternal loop is rreported in figg. 8.

Fig. 8. Control schem
me of ZC.

T
The self-rechaarge function is obtained changing the DC
volttage referencee in function oof the state off charge. Thiss sort
of ddroop action ennsures that thee battery tries to keep its staate of
charrge around thhe desired vallue. In any caase, this actioon is
slow
w if comparedd to the dynam
mic action of thhe control loopp and
can therefore bee neglected inn formulatingg the closed loop
trannsfer function:
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  k p Vb  1 s  k i Vb

Vb k p s  k i R
R
RC s

2

(5)

where Vb is thhe battery volttage.
B. Supercapaccitors converteer
The SCC is realized using the same conffiguration as thhe ZC.
Thhe high voltaage side is coonnected to thhe DC bus w
with an
ouutput capacitannce, while thee low voltage side is conneccted to
the supercapaciitors by meanss of an inducttor. In additionn, the
SC
CC is operatedd with two nessted feedback chains. The innternal
chhain controls tthe current in the inductancee acting on thhe duty
cyycle of the sw
witching com
mponents, whille the externaal one
regulates the DC
C voltage geneerating the refference currennt as an
ouutput. The conntrol scheme oof the externall loop is reporrted in
figg. 9. It differs from the conntrol scheme oof the ZC in reelation
to the feedback on the supercapacitors’ voltage.

Figg. 9. Control scheeme of SCC.

The self-rechharge functionn is obtainedd changing thhe DC
vooltage referencce in functionn of supercapaacitors voltagee. This
soort of droop action is inntroduce in order to keeep the
suupercapacitors state of charge around the desired value.
Annyway, if kSC is small enouugh, the actionn of the droopp chain
is slow if comppared to the dyynamic action of the controll loop,
function is:
annd the closed loop transfer fu
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2



(6)

R s  k p V SSC  1 s  k i V SSC
RC

where VSC is the supercapaacitors’ voltagee.
VI. NU
UMERICAL AND
D EXPERIMENT
TAL RESULTS
In order to test the prroposed contrrol strategy, many
nuumerical and eexperimental tests
t
have beeen performed. In the
foollowing, some results will be reported. In particular,, these
haave been chossen to show how the sam
me network, w
without
chhanging the tuuning of the controllers, ccan give veryy good
results for the ddifferent appliccations discusssed in Sectionn III.
In order to acchieve the requuired bandwiddth separation of the
coontrollers of thhe converters, the PI regulattors have beenn tuned
ussing the param
meters reportedd in Table I. A
According to (33), (5),
annd (6), the speeed response oof the control answer depennds on
the load. For this reason, the bandwiidths of the three
coonverters channge as a functtion of the poower supplied to the
DC
C bus, as repoorted in fig. 100.
TABLE I. PARAMETERS OF
O CONVERTER RE
EGULATORS.
SC
ZC

FEC
kp

ki

kp

ki

kb

SOCref
[%]

kp

ki

kSC

VSC,ref
[V]

0.0001

0.002

0.0005

0.01

0.55

90

0.011

0.1

0.143

220

Fig. 10. Bandwidths vvs. power of threee converters.

A
According to tthe bandwidthhs of the convverters reporteed in
fig. 10, the actioon of the SCC
C will have a time constannt of
me hundreds oof millisecondds, the ZC wiill act in secoonds,
som
whiile the interveention of the FEC will be slowed to tenns of
secoonds. The coonstants kb annd kSC are chhosen taking into
accoount the maxiimum desirabble variation oof the DC volltage
andd of the SoC oof the two stoorage devices.. In particularr, for
maximum allow
wable DC volltage
the batteries, connsidering a m
%, equal to 38V,
3
in correespondence off the
variiation of 10%
chosen maximum
m depth of disscharge (76%)) it results kb=
=0.5.
Thee desired SoC
C has been chhosen equal tto 90%. For w
what
concerns the suppercapacitors, the desired vvoltage valuee has
beenn set to 220 V
V. Consideringg the possiblee voltage variaation
of 110 V (in fact half of the volttage corresponds
approximately to ¾ of the storred energy) annd associating it to
an aadmissible DC
C voltage variaation of 4% itt results kSC=1//7. It
is w
worth noting tthat the admisssible DC volltage variationn for
the SCC has beenn chosen lowerr than that of tthe ZC. This iis the
reasson why the supercapacittors action iss expected too be
quiccker than that of the batteriees.
Inn the followinng, the results obtained by applying the tthree
loadds presented inn Section III aare analyzed.
Inn particular, tthree cases haave been num
merically simullated
andd experimentallly tested. All of these testss lasted 3 minnutes.
Theey are summarrized in Table II and reporteed below:
 in the first teest, the pulsinng load of fig. 2 is applied too the
system. A disconnectionn of the AC grid is simullated
between aboout minutes 1 and 2;
 in the second test, the rresponse of tthe system too the
power request reported iin fig. 3 is pperformed. In this
work failure occurs at thee first instant and
case, a netw
almost lasts for all three m
minutes;
 in the third test, the regennerative load oof fig. 4 is appplied
to the systeem. A step lload variationn occurs betw
ween
t1=32 s and t2 = 46 s.
Inn the follow
wing, the reesults obtaineed in numeerical
simu
mulations and experimental
e
teests are reportted and discussed.
A. Pulsing loadss
T
The pulsing load of fig. 2 iss applied to thhe system. In oorder
to ddevelop the nnumerical sim
mulations, the measured poower
requuested by the load is used iin simulating the load behaavior.
Thee test lasts 3 min,
m during which a disconnnection of thee AC
gridd is simulated between abouut minutes 1 aand 2. In figs.. 11a
andd 11b, the sim
mulated and experimental DC voltagess are
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repported.
C
Case study
P
Pulsing load

F
Fault of AC
network
Reegenerative
load

TA
ABLE II. TEST CAS
SES ANALYZED IN
N PAPER.
Key featurees
Notes
AC grrid is disconnecteed from
t = 1 s to t = 2 ss.
Pmax
m = 19 kW, Pmin = 8 kW
D
Disconnection annd
T = 2.5 s, duty cycle = 66%
reconnnection times are lagged
iin experimental teest
Pmax = 4.5 kW
W,
Pmin = -4.5 kW
W
Tdisconn. = 4.7 s,
Treconn. = 163.55 s
steep variations of D
DC loads
Pmax =3.5 kW
W,
W load is connecteed from
a 9 kW
Pmin = –1.7 kW
W
t = 32 s to t = 47 s
Pmean = 200 W

a) simulated

b) measured
aa) simulated

bb) measured
Fig. 11. DC vooltages.

The voltage excursion
e
is vvery limited (±
±2%), and whhen the
AC
C grid is discconnected, thee voltage dropp is lower thaan 3%.
Thhe power suppplied by each device is repoorted in fig. 122. The
exxperimental reesults match those obtaineed in the num
merical
sim
mulations.
Even if a cenntralized contrrol action is noot implementeed, the
different converrters are able to split the lload power diiagram
addapting it to thhe characteristiics of the diffeerent devices.
Indeed, as iis clear from
m fig. 19, thee pulsing pow
wer is
suupplied essenntially by thee SCC becaause of its higher
baandwidth. Thhe FEC, preesenting the lower banddwidth,
suupplies only thhe mean pow
wer. At the griid disconnectiion, in
the first instantts, the SCC supplies
s
the w
whole load deemand.
Affter some secconds, as alloowed by its bandwidth, thhe ZC
suupplies the mean pow
wer and alsso rechargess the
suupercapacitors.

Fig. 12. Power supplieed by different deevices.

A
At the grid reconnection,
r
the ZC auttomatically drrains
enerrgy from the DC bus to reccharge the battteries. This iss the
reasson why the FEC
F
supplies a power greaater than the load
pow
wer request. This self-rechharge action iis obtained byy the
drooop action introoduced in the control of thee ZC and show
wn in
fig. 8. Indeed, durring the main grid disconnection, the battteries
have been dischharged and ttheir DC refference has been
decrreased. The ddifference betw
ween the ratedd value of thee DC
refeerence and thee DC referencce of the ZC iis the cause of the
rechharging proceess occurring at the netw
work reconnecction.
When the SoC of the batteriess reaches the desired valuee, the
twoo DC referennces are equaal and the seelf-recharge eends.
Sim
milarly, the suppercapacitors keeps their voltage
v
aroundd the
desiired value of 2220 V. Fig. 133 shows the abbility of the SC
CC to
keepp the desired vvalue of the suupercapacitorss’ SoC.
B. Fault of AC nnetwork
m to ensure a high
Inn order to shoow the ability of the system
quality energy suupply even wheen a main gridd faults occurss, the
loadd condition presented in fig. 3 is numerically simulatedd and
experimentally reealized. In fig. 14, the DC vooltage is reporrted.
T
The voltage fluuctuation arouund the rated value of 380 V is
caussed by the changing
c
SoC
C of the battteries. Whilee the
battteries change their
t
SoC absoorbing from or supplying poower
to thhe load, their DC
D voltage reeference is chaanged by the ddroop
action necessary tto realize the self-recharge
s
a
action.
H
However, the cchoice of a loow value for kb ensures thaat the
DC voltage is alw
ways inside a vvery tight bandd.
T
The powers eexchanged beetween the DC
D bus andd the
diffferent devices are reported inn fig. 15.
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aa) simulated

bb) measured

a) simulated

b) measured
Fig. 15. Simulated power supplied by ddifferent devices.

Figg. 13. Supercapaccitors’ voltages.

aa) simulated

C. Regenerative loads
F
Finally, the ccase of a reggenerative loaad is numericcally
simu
mulated and exxperimentally tested. In thhis case, no large
l
amoount of energgy is exchannged and, forr this reason,, the
preddominant actioon of the supeercapacitors iss advisable. Thhis is
reallized by the hhigher bandw
width of the S
SCC that makkes it
worrk as the main power sourcee. In fig. 16, thhe DC bus volltage
is reeported.
Inn fig. 17, the ppowers suppliied by each deevice are repoorted.
It iis clear that the alternativve power deemand is covvered
esseentially by thee supercapaciitors because it occurs in ttimes
low
wer than 1 secoond where thee predominantt answer is thhat of
the SCC (see ffig. 10). In addition, durring the trannsient
assoociated with tthe load step variation (at time t=32 s), the
SCC
C keeps suppplying the aalternative poower beyond the
contribution to thhe transient pow
wer request.
Itt is worth notiing that the ZC
C drains poweer from the DC
C bus
befoore the time innstant of 32 s bbecause the SooC of the battteries
is loower than the rreference one.
VII. CON
NCLUSIONS

bb) measured
Figg. 14. DC voltagee

For the diffe
ferent bandwiddths of the ccontrollers, att each
poower change, the first devicce to take actiion is the SCC
C. It is
woorth noting thhat during the absence of thhe AC grid, the FEC
is a load because it supplies its auxiliariess by drawing power
froom the DC buus.

T
The wide diffuusion of distribbuted renewabble energy souurces
connnected to distrribution netwoorks presents a new scenarioo for
the regulation of distributioon networks. Moreover, the
avaiilability of new technoologies for storage sysstems
encoourages their use in power systems to acchieve the goaals of
volttage stabilizatiion and regulaation, continuiity of service, peak
shavving, and the matching of generated andd requested poower
proffiles. In this sccenario, the usse of DC micro-grids, conneected
as lleaves to an AC backbonee, is an effective possibilitty to
obtaain a high qquality distribbution networrk. Indeed, a DC
miccro-grid not onnly allows the easier connecction of renew
wable
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soources and stoorage systemss, but also m
makes it possiible to
eliiminate all off the input rectifiers installled inside eleectrical
drrives and supppliers. Thus, tthe advantagees of using a hhybrid
AC
C+DC distribuution system iinvolve not onnly the quality of the
seervice but also the efficiencyy of the overalll system.

aa) simulated

usedd to set up a control straategy for all of the conveerters
inteerconnecting ddevices to a D
DC bus (AC neetwork, generaation
unitt, storage systeems, loads).
Inn this paper, aafter a description of the tesst facility, a roobust
control strategy hhas been propoosed to show the capabilitiees of
a DC
D micro-gridd in terms off the continuity of the serrvice,
pow
wer quality levvel, and energgy saving. Thee proposed control
straategy does noot need a cenntral intelligennce, because each
converter control acts only on tthe basis of thhe DC bus voltage.
o
to set up the proposed strategy, preliminary numeerical
In order
simu
mulations were performed affter modeling all of the devvices
connnected to the nnetwork. Thenn, some experrimental tests w
were
carrried out in ordder to verify thhat all of the reequested goalss had
beenn achieved. T
The reported experimental
e
rresults showedd the
continuity of servvice when a fault occurredd on the AC grid,
were
andd voltage staabilization annd regeneratiive actions w
effeectively perforrmed by the DC micro-grrid. Moreover, the
control of the cconverters alllowed the ddecoupling off the
dynnamic responsees of the diffeerent units, making
m
each deevice
worrk at its best potential. Finnally, the self--recharging off the
storrage systems w
was integratedd into the conttrol logic andd was
effeectively achievved, as shown by the experim
mental resultss.
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